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Mai Chau Valley  
(2 days - Daily departure) 

 
Day 1: Hanoi – Mai Chau, Cycling (L/D) 
 
08:00:  Pick up from your hotel in Hanoi Old Quarter (Hoan Kiem District only, if you are out of this area, we will 
pick you up at 17 Hang Thung street, Hoan Kiem, Hanoi) and head West towards Hoa Binh. 
 
1000: Leave Hoa Binh for Mai Chau Valley. Enjoy the interesting driving for 2 hours with a chance to take 
photos. 
 
12:00:  Arrive in Mai Chau, rest and have lunch in a family house in the local village. 
 
14:00:  Take a bicycle tour around the surrounding villages of the White Thai Ethnic people. Your guide will be 
able to answer questions you have about the lives and cultures of these people. 
 
18:00:  Dinner with the ethnic family, get a closer look into their real life. Try some “ruou can” (traditional alcohol) 
with your new family! 
 
Sleep in the village with stilt house, the most interesting part of the trip. Stilt houses are unique to Mai Chau and 
you cannot find this experience in another tour. You can sleep in the large communal room or you can order a 
private room. (Home-stay) 
 
Day 2: Mai Chau – Hanoi (B/L) 
 
The early morning is the most peaceful time to relax and walk around the villages. The sun rising over the 
mountains provides a great setting whilst you watch the locals prepare their food. 
 
07:30:  Breakfast in the village then walk to Mai Chau market before climbing to 1000 Step Cave. The cave is 
breathtaking, not just inside but also the views from the top! 
 
12:00:  Have lunch in the ethnic village before getting on the bus back to Hanoi. 
 
17:00:  Arrive in Hanoi where the tour ends. 
 
Includes  
A/C Transport  
English speaking guide   
All meals as per program (B: Breakfast, L: Lunch, D: Dinner)  
Entrance and Sightseeing Fees 
Bicycle 
Home-stay in Lac village 
 
Excludes 
Airport car pick up and drop off if required  
Insurance, Personal expenses, Tips 
Single supplement for hotel   
Drinks & other costs not mentioned in inclusive services  
Vietnam Airlines Tickets, airport tax on departure and arrival  
Vietnam Visa to enter the country if required 
  
Children’s rate 
1 – 4 years old: Free of charge (sharing bed with parents) 
4 – 11 years old: 50% of above rate (sharing bed with parents) 
Over 11 years old: 100% of above rate 
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Note 
The itinerary can be changed due to weather and operating conditions 
Special food requests (diet or vegetarian) should be inquired about before your departure date 
 
Cancellation policy 
If cancellation made after completed booking of tour: 10% of total amount 
If cancellation made less than 5 days prior to departure date: 50% of total amount 
If cancellation made less than 1 day prior to departure date: 100% of total amount 
Bank fee & refund fee applied if any 
 
For any inquiries about customized tours, please email us at booking@VietnamToursHoliday.com 
  

   
 


